G-Monitor. User’s Guide
G-Monitor is a LabView based Windows application. It allows you to perform the following functions:
Acquire data from:
-

Fizoptika digital gyroscope (see Annex 1) including 3-axis units

-

Fizoptika analog gyroscope via a G-USB adapter (see Annex 2)

Find and select your gyro or G-USB adapter connected to your computer
Configure digital input settings for the connected gyroscope
Log acquired data into a data file
Display acquired data during acquisition in a Display window
Choose scaling for the time and signal axes
View a previously recorded data file
Customize some aspects of the display and recording functions to suit your needs.

Modes of Operation
You can use G-Monitor in one of the following operation modes:
Acquire mode
Use this mode if you want to acquire and display a gyro output. In this mode you can start writing data file with set averaging
time (number of samplings).
View mode
Use this mode if you want to view a previously recorded data file.
Note 1: You cannot acquire new data using this mode.
Note 2: If you switch from Acquire mode to View mode, the current signal waveform displayed in the Display area gets
frozen and correspondent data points are kept in the memory. Viewing tools can be used to explore details of the “frozen signal”
including export of the data to Graph image or data file.

Quick Start
Installing the Software
1. Download Gyro Monitor Installer from https://fizoptika.com/software/
2. Unpack the gyro_monitor_installer.zip archive. Run setup.exe in the Volume folder as
Administrator.
3. Follow the Installation Wizard instructions.

Getting Started
1. Connect the gyro to the RS232/422 port (digital model) or to USB port via G-USB adapter
(analog model). If your computer does not have an RS port, use a standard RS-USB adapter
to connect to the USB port. +5V power should be available for a digital gyro (for an analog
model G-USB adapter provides powering).
2. The G-USB adapter driver should be installed in the system. Windows usually detects the G-USB
adapter at the first connection and downloads and installs the proper driver automatically. The driver
Analog gyro model VG103E
connected to G-USB adapter

can be also downloaded from https://fizoptika.com/software/
3. Start G-Monitor by running Gyro_Monitor.exe file (the default path is C:\Program Files
(x86)\Fizoptika\Monitor). Use the tooltips available when hovering over the controls (they
take a few seconds to appear).

Settings
1. At start G-Monitor reads its default settings in the gyro.ini file.
2. When you click Settings control at the bottom toolbar the Gyro Settings Menu is opened.
3. There are 4 tabs in it. Each one opens a dialog to modify/set parameters of the
connection line, data displaying and writing.
4. When you close the program the gyro.ini file is modified to keep the last settings made
via Settings menu.
5. The file can be also modified in any text editor. Restarting the program is required for the
changes to take effect.

Communication tab
1. Set the Gyro type to One axis or Three axes
2. Set the Baud rate/Sample rate:
- RS232 models: - 115200 Bd / 1200Hz (default)
- 38400 Bd / 300Hz
- RS422 models: - 921600 Bd / 4800 Hz
- 921600 Bd / 8000Hz
- G-USB adapter - 115200 Bd / 1200Hz.
Note: The dropdown lists show only the interfaces for available digital outputs.
3. At the first connection you should set correct values for sample rate and baud rate.
4. Click Search button to find the COM port the device is connected to.
5. If the COM port is not identified open Windows Device Manager to do that manually.

Coefficients tab
1. After the program installation all the coefficients are set to default values.
2. These pre-set coefficients except for the Integration factor (specific for the connected
gyro) are correct for the G-USB adapter and for all Fizoptika digital gyros.
Note: The coefficients can be also modified via editing the gyro.ini file (see the Settings
section).

Averaging tab
Set the data averaging:
- number of samplings per point (for the data file),
- number of samplings (for the displayed data),
- calibration time (sec) – time to measure the gyro/ADC initial offset.

Path tab
1. Enter or browse the folder where the program will save the created data file.
2. Name of the file is generated by the program. Each time you click the record button 
the filename with the current date and time is created.
2020_07_01-13_51_05.dat is an example of the filename created on July 1, 2020 at 1.51.05
pm.

Overview of the Interface

Toolbar Controls

Acquire/View control selects the display mode.
In the Acquire mode the Display Area shows the real-time Gyro output (mV) waveform.
In the View mode – the waveform of the recorded signal from the loaded file is shown.
Start/Stop control starts recording of the Gyro Output. The Gyro’s parameters (temperature, voltage supply, etc) shown in the
respective indicators are also recorded in the data file.
Settings control opens Settings menu described in the Quick Start section.
Clear control sets the plot time and angle to zero (like at the program start).
Load control opens a dialog window to browse and select a previously recorded data file.

Calibrate control triggers the calibration - a computation of the signal average over a period of time specified in the gyro.ini file.
The calibration time can be modified in the Settings menu. When the calibration is completed the program displays calibrated
data (actual voltage minus the measured Offset).
Reset Cal. control sets Offset to zero.
Display Mode control (reads Oscilloscope at the program start) opens a dialog to select between Oscilloscope, Recorder or
Time Autoscale modes.
There is just a little retardation in displaying of the data dependent on the system and computer performance.

Display Area Controls
The Plot line style can be configured by clicking the Plot line icon.
The control Auto switches on/off the scaling mode (when on – it becomes green). The default limits are defined in the gyro.ini
file. The default time scale is 10s when not in Time Autoscale mode. You can change the time span by Zoom in (T/2), Zoom out
(T*2) controls on the toolbar or reset it to 10s by T=10.

Data Indicators
There are 3 groups of indicators on the right panel of the program window:
Angular Rate indicators (arrow and digital ones) show angular rate data in degrees per second. With
value of the gyro Scale Factor (SF) the output voltage is converted to the angular rate. The SF value is
imported from gyro.ini file and can be modified via Settings menu.
Angle indicators (arrow and digital ones) show rotation angle data in degrees. From the start the
program integrates the angular rate to get the angle data. The initial angle is zero. You can clear Angle
data with Clear control on the toolbar, it sets the angle to zero.
Note: After calibration is completed the integration continues with calibrated angular rate data.
The Indicators of gyro parameters provide some parameters of the gyro which can be used for data
correction or gyro diagnostics. They are based on voltage signals from the gyro internal sensor
(temperature) or ADC board circuits (Current, Supplied voltage, Control Voltage)

Using the Program
Data Recording

1. Start recording the data by pressing the record control
2. Stop recording by pressing the same control (now

on the toolbar.
).

3. The data file name is generated by the program. Each time you click the record control, the filename with the current date

and time is created (2020_07_01-13_51_05.dat is an example of a filename created on July 1, 2020 at 1.51.05 pm).
4. The recorded rate data (output voltage) are calibrated. The calibration offset is shown in the data file.
A sample data file is given below:

Viewing Recorded Data
1. Switch Acquire mode to View mode.
2. Press the control Load to browse and load a required data file.
3. Navigate through the waveform plot using the Viewing tools (LabView common tools).
Note: in the Acquire mode (recording is not activated) the switching to View mode stops
displaying of new data points. The waveform frozen at the display can be viewed in the same way as
from a data file. By clicking mouse right button you can access the menu shown on the left to handle
displayed data.

Usage Example
Gyro Scale Factor (SF) easy pick
-

Mount the gyro on an object which is easy to turn at fixed angle.

For instance, fix the gyro on a business card with some sticky tape. Place the card near the table corner as shown
below.
-

In the Settings menu set Integration Factor to 0.0111. This is 1/90 for 90 degree turn we are going to make.

-

Align the card parallel to the table side. Calibrate the sensor and clear the time and angle data.

-

Turn the card slowly (make sure the gyro signal does not exceed 500mV) by 90 degrees using the other table side
as second reference direction.

-

Read SF on the Angle Indicator (7.5 mV/ deg/s for this example).





Fiber optic gyro VG1703SPE with USB-G adapter

Annex 1
Fizoptika digital gyroscope
Fizoptika “open loop” fiber optic gyroscope is essentially an analog device. Its output voltage is proportional to the absolute angular rate. A
digital model comprises a “core” analog sensor and a specially developed multichannel ADC board. It is to digitize the gyro output voltage
and some other voltage signals (internal temperature, consumption current, supply voltage, etc). The ADC board also contains a driver of
RS232/422 line to transmit data packages to the external receiver. The original ADC board was realized as a separate miniature PCB. In the
recent digital models the ADC circuit and gyro analog processing circuit are incorporated in the single PCB. This resulted in creation of the
most miniature “digital” fiber optic gyroscopes. The digital gyro output line parameters (baud rate, repetition rate) depend on the gyro
model, however the data format (package content) is always the same.

Annex 2
G-USB adapter
The device is based on the same ADC board as in Fizoptika digital gyros but the RS232 transmitter is replaced with FT232R-USB UART IC. The
G-USB adapter can be connected to Fizoptika analog model (differential output only) and digitize its output in the same way as it is done in
the digital model. The adapter enables you to connect the analog gyro to the computer USB port and to collect digitized gyro data with GMonitor program. The gyro takes its +5V supply from the USB line, so no other equipment is needed to run Fizoptika analog gyro. The G-USB
adapter has fixed RS232 line parameters (115kBaud, 1.2kHz repetition rate). Windows usually detects the G-USB adapter at first connection
and downloads and installs the proper driver automatically. It can be also downloaded from Fizoptika website https://fizoptika.com/software/

